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Welcome
Welcome to the 2022 Canadian National Steel Challenge presented by Vortex Canada. We’re glad to be back to
normal and hope to keep bringing you great match year after year!
Around the country, we are starting to see more steel challenge clubs popping up. There is a pretty serious
group running out of Prince George, BC and we’ve had some inquiries from some new start-up groups on how
to begin.
Canada had two shooters attend the World Speed Shooting Championships, myself and Mitchell Mcquiggin.
We both have lots of stories to share on the trip, it was…eventful for both of us.
At the match this year, you will find further increases to our hospitality offerings. BTSA will be providing
hotdogs and hamburgers for competitor lunches and Canada First Ammo will have their crew on hand to grill
‘em!
SCSA also issued some clarifications around their intentions on awards and recognition at matches at the
members meeting at WSSC this year. The goal of the rules was to provide a threshold above which the match
must recognize achievement, though the way this is done is not specified. For us, we have lowered the threshold
for recognition a little, as we are still a smaller match by US standards. More details on this can be found in the
awards section of the book.
There has also been some work going on around a new slot policy for the WSSC. At present, it looks like we
are positioned to be one of the qualifying matches with top finishers in divisions/categories/classes earning preregistration slots for the world shoot. The policy is still being developed, but these look to be only earnable by
residents of the area the match is held in (Canada in our case). There will likely be minimum participant
thresholds that must be met for slots to be earned, but this is a big step forward in helping get more international
competitors of all skill levels motivated to attend the World Speed Shooting Championships. We’ll blast out
more info to the Canadian National Steel Challenge Championship Facebook page as it becomes available.
Shoot fast, miss rarely, laugh lots!
See you on the range,
-

Dan Bosse
Match Director (CNSC 2022)
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BTSA Gate
Lower Parking Lot
Upper parking Lot (please angle park)
Vendor tents
Registration/Check-in desk
50 North Bay (No longer treed)- Speed option and Showdown
50 West Bay- Pendulum and Roundabout
50 East Bay- Accelerator and Outer Limits
270 Bay- Five to Go and Smoke and Hope

Gate protocols
Two gates control access to the APRA range complex and the BTSA club range. These gates will be locked
open during the day while match staff are on site, in order to facilitate entry/exit for non-BTSA competitors.
Gates will be open by 7am each morning.

Phone signal
The BTSA facility is in a remote area. While there is a cell booster on site, reception is quite limited. Should
you need to place a call, best reception can be had near the clubhouse. We will have a satellite phone on site in
case of medical emergencies.

Food/water/power
There are no food or beverage outlets near the range. The
last available services on the way to the range are at the
Petro-Canada station at the intersection of highway 22
and highway 1. We will have complimentary water and
light snacks available for competitors during each
session. Hotdogs and hamburgers will be available (free)
at lunch time for competitors. There is no access to power
at the range.

No steel ammo
Steel core and bi-metal jacketed ammo is prohibited.
Steel case is acceptable provided a magnet will not stick
to the tip. If in doubt, please ask match staff.

Parking
Parking is available on the lower lot and across from
vendor row (the road up to the top of the range). Please
drive slowly once you enter the range complex. Vehicles
are not permitted on the range surfaces. Park in one of the
designated parking areas (see map), and carry your gear
in. A cart is strongly recommended.

Safety Protocols
Cold range
This event will be run on a cold range. No loaded firearms are to leave the firing line. Per Canadian firearms
transport regulations, all guns must be transported unloaded.

Eye/Ear Pro
Eye and ear protection are mandatory for all persons on the range, including observers, and may only be
removed in the designated parking areas once the range is hot. You will know the range is hot if the red flags on
the individual bay are up.

Safe tables
Safe handling tables are an area where competitors may unholster/uncase their firearms. These are ammo free
zones! No ammunition may be placed on the tables or in the shooter’s hands while at these tables.
Ammunition may be in carriers on the belt or in pockets. Magazines and ammo must not be handled at, or
placed on, the safe tables. All safe tables are directly in front of berms. Muzzles shall not point beyond the
berms.

Rifle Handling
Rifles are to remain cased, unless at a safe table, until given the make ready command.

Chamber flags
Chamber flags are required for all rifles and rimfire pistols. This is a BTSA range requirement. Additional
chamber flags are available at registration if you may have forgotten.

DQ
All competitors need to be aware of current steel challenge rules. If you are disqualified at any point, you will
not be able to complete the match on any remaining firearms. Completed scores still count. Refunds will not be
issued for guns that cannot be shot due to a disqualification.

Covid Measures
Alberta has removed the majority of Covid-19 community health measures. Masks are optional. Frequent hand
sanitizing is encouraged.

Match Team
Match Director (Dan Bosse)
The Match Director attends to the organization of the event including registration, scheduling, equipment, etc.
As a representative of the BTSA board, they will also look out for the interests of the club and manage access to
the range. Issues you would bring to the attention of the MD would include facilities malfunctions, difficulty
with technology, vendor supply needs, unauthorized persons on the range, etc.

Range Master (Lyall Thomson)
The Range Master is the chief official of the match. They will handle all disputes with regards to rules,
competitive equity, etc. They oversee all the range officers. Should a competitor be unable to resolve a dispute
with their squad RO, they may request a decision from the RM. Issues that may come to the attention of the
Range Master may include scoring calls, incorrect stage setup, equipment clarifications, RO interference, issues
with start positions, etc.

Range Officers
Range officers are your squad’s safety personnel and match officials. They will handle timing and scoring calls
as well as the majority of tablet data entry. Your RO(s) will travel with you throughout the session to help
ensure consistency and to allow shooters to be familiar with the cadence of the ROs commands. While most
Ros will have shot their entries on the Friday staff day, some may be shooting up to 1 gun with your squad. If
you can help enter tablet data while one of your ROs is shooting so the other RO may time them, it would be
much appreciated

Shooters
That’s right. Your part of the team too! Shooters have a duty to ensure the safety of themselves and all persons
on the range. If you see something, speak up! Any person may call a stop at any time if they observe an unsafe
situation. Please help all your fellow competitors to have a successful match by keeping noise behind the
shooting line to a minimum during a competitor’s attempts and smoking only in designated areas.

Appeals process
Should a dispute with a match official not be resolved to a competitor’s satisfaction, they may initiate a formal
appeal per SCSA rules. Please familiarize yourself with Chapter 11 of the rule book to ensure you understand
the process.

Format
The match will be run on a half day format. Each entry will be completed in a single half day session of all 8
standard stages.
There will be a Friday session for staff and two sessions each on Saturday and Sunday.
As this is a level 3 match, USPSA membership is mandatory in order to participate.
Each session will begin with a safety briefing. Competitors must attend the safety briefing in order to
compete. If you are not present at the briefing for a session, you will not be permitted to shoot that session.
Refunds will not be issued for missing a safety briefing.
RO duties will be taken care of by match staff. Shooters will need to help paint targets. Targets must be painted
between each competitor. The match staff will help to organize an equitable rotation should it be necessary.
ROs will determine the shooting order for each squad.

Policies:
Steel Challenge Rules
The current SCSA rulebook in effect at the time of the match will govern this event.

Refunds
Refunds will be issued only for withdrawals prior to the cut-off date. Beyond this date, no refunds will be issued
for competitors who are disqualified, miss the match, fail to attend the safety briefing prior to their session, etc.
Should the match be cancelled in its entirety, due to unforeseen circumstances, refunds will be issued less any
unrecoverable expenses that BTSA would otherwise incur.

Weather
BTSA is located in the mountains and this can lead to unpredictable weather. The clubhouse will be available as
a weather shelter should we need to take a weather delay. The club is currently in the process of installing
additional weather shelters on the ranges and we expect that they will be ready for the mathc.

Brass
Brass may only be picked once the range is cleared following a session. Picking brass during sessions may slow
down squads or create an inequitable situation for others who also want to pick brass. Please exercise courtesy
in picking brass. If you didn’t shoot a given caliber, leave it for those who did.

Observers
Observers are welcome to attend but must bring proper eye and ear protection. Observers must conduct
themselves in a manner that does not disrupt the competitors or the match. Requests for interviews/photography
must be made to the BTSA board and MD prior to the match. Observers not in compliance with this policy, or
who’s behaviour is not in the best interests of the match, staff, competitors, or club, will be asked to leave.

Photography
Match staff may take photographs of the events to promote the match, club, and our sponsors. By attending, you
consent that you may appear in these images.
Competitors may request others to take match video/images of their shooting. This must not interfere with the
smooth flow of the match. Photo/video must focus solely on the shooter and should not include the RO without
their consent.

Division specific equipment/Bump to open/equipment not suitable
Please ensure you are familiar with the rules of your division. It is the competitor’s job to ensure their
equipment is compliant. If your equipment does not fit within the rules of a division, you will be move to one
where it is. If no suitable division is available, or you have already shot/are planning to shoot the only
remaining options, you may shoot for no-score. There is no low ready centerfire handgun division. All
centerfire handguns must be shot from an appropriate holster.

Schedule
Staff Day – Friday July 22: (Match Staff and approved persons only)
8:30 to 11:30 – Match Setup
11:30 to 12:00 – Lunch break
12 noon- Safety Briefing
12:30 to 18:30 – Staff Match
Main Match Day 1 – Saturday July 23:
7:30 to 8:00 – Saturday AM Check-in
8:30 – AM Safety Briefing
8:30 to 13:00 – Morning Session
13:00 to 13:45 – Saturday PM Check-in/Lunch
13:45 – PM Safety Briefing
13:45 to 18:45 – Afternoon Session
Main Match Day 2 – Sunday July 24:
7:30 to 8:00 – Sunday AM Check-in
8:30 – AM Safety Briefing
8:30 to 13:00 – Morning Session
13:00 to 13:45 – Sunday PM Check-in/Lunch
13:45 – PM Safety Briefing
13:45 to 18:45 – Afternoon Session
18:45-Tear down with awards on the range to follow.

Vendor Lane
Some of our sponsors will have booths set up on Vendor Lane (the road up to the upper range area). Please stop
by and have a look. Each business represented on vendor row has provided significant support to the match and
we would appreciate if you would take a moment to consider their products.

Sponsor List

Title Sponsor:

Vortex Canada

Stage Sponsors:

Canada First Ammo

Hunters HD Gold

Spectre Ballistics

The Bullet Shop

Pilla Eyewear

Forge and Facet

Campro

Prize Table Donors:

Lok Grips

Black Box Customs

Lumber Sponsor

Graham Construction

When making your next purchase, please consider the sponsors above who made this event
possible.

Prizes
Random draw
Thanks to the generosity of our sponsors, door prizes will be drawn as shooters arrive for their first session.
These will be awarded by random draw. We are doing our best to secure a prize for all shooters, but this may
not be possible.

PAL/RPAL prizes
Some prizes may require a PAL/RPAL or age of majority to claim. Junior shooters’ prizes will be given, in
trust, to the competitors parent/guardian, provided they have the appropriate license.

International Competitors
Should the borders be open, shooters may be attending from outside Canada. These shooters are also eligible for
door prizes but must be aware of what they can possess and export. We will be seeking clarity for the RCMP
Canadian firearms program. International shooters who draw an unsuitable prize are welcome to trade their
prize with any other suitable shooter.

Awards
SCSA has provided some updated guidance on awards/recognition, and we are happy to be able to expand the
number of awards offered this year!
Divisions will be recognized if there are 8 or more participants. 8-10 participants, 1st place will be awarded a
plaque. 11-15 participants will add a certificate for 2nd place. 15+ participants will add a certificate for 3rd place.
Classes (U, D-A, M, GM) are given out when there are at least 5 entries in that class, all in the same division.
Ex: 12 C class shooters in production. 5-9 participants, 1st place certificate. 10+, medal for 1st and 2nd/3rd place
certificates
Categories will be recognized with a first-place medal. 2+ competitors minimum for lady/Jr. 5+ for all others,
all in the same division.
The title of 2022 Canadian Champion may be used by the highest placing Canadian competitor, in any division
where a plaque is awarded. This may be the first-place finisher in the division, or a lower place if first is won by
a non-Canadian.

There are 3 special awards that use Aggregated scores from 2 or more entries. There is no minimum number of
entries threshold for these awards, and they will be distributed should there be at least 1 qualifying competitor.
Steel master is awarded to the competitor with the lowest total time in 2 centerfire pistol divisions (only 1 may
have an optic, both irons is also ok) and 1 rimfire pistol.
Rimfire master is awarded to the competitor with the lowest total in all 4 rimfire division.
Rifle master is awarded to the competitor with the lowest total time in both a pcc and rimfire rifle division.
They may be optics, irons, or mixed.

Stages
Written stage briefing (General)
SCSA rulebook supersedes any notes below. Please make sure you have read the rule book!
Scoring:
- Time plus penalties. Best 4/5 attempts to count (except Outer limits- best ¾)
Start positions:
- Center fire pistol: Firearm loaded and holstered. Firearm fully decocked or safety applied per division
rules. Wrists above shoulders.
- Long guns and rimfire pistol: Loaded, pointed at cone, safety may be off, finger outside trigger guard.
Procedure:
- On the start signal, draw or raise firearm and engage all targets on unpainted posts. Engage the target on
the red painted post (the stop plate) last to stop the time.
Additional Notes:
- See stage specific notes on diagram pages

Accelerator- Sponsored by Spectre Ballistics

Additional Notes: None

Five to Go- Sponsored by The Bullet Shop

Additional Notes: None

Outer Limits- Sponsored by Hunters HD Gold

Additional Notes:
- From the shooters weak side box, engage the two targets on the weak side. With finger off the trigger
and muzzle downrange, move to the center box. Engage the two strong side targets and finally the stop
plate
- Targets must be engaged from the correct box in order to be counted as a hit.
- Shots fired with a foot touching the ground outside a shooting box will incur a 3 second procedural
penalty
- Best 3 of 4 runs

Pendulum- Sponsored by Forge and Facet

Additional Notes: None

Roundabout- Sponsored by Canada First Ammo

Additional Notes: None

Showdown- Sponsored by Pilla

Additional Notes:
- Shooters must make 3 attempts from one side and 2 from the other, in any order
- If a shooter makes more than 4 attempts from one side and does not move/is not moved by the RO, any
strings in excess of 3 must be reshot from the correct box without penalty.
- There is no movement between boxes during the stage.

Smoke and Hope- Sponsored by Campro

Additional Notes: None

Speed Option

Additional Notes: None

